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ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY, EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Abstract
AO 1

0

\
,

Most studies of the r lation between..education.aftd.Work make the assump-
tion that either the educa ional system exietd to reinforce the needs of the
workplace ,or that it functions irrespective of Ihe'wbrkplace.. In this paper, A

it is argued thiyhe historical evidence suggests a-dialectical relatloh'in
\which the'educational system serves to boti reinforce and siniultaneougl'under-

mine the reproduction of wage labor,for. ca italist production. Attention is
deVoted specificAlly to.the cuirent threats to both theedugationalAnd wotk.
.procee4es-and their consequences. .

,

Although many attempts are being made to bridge these gaps such as career.
-education and rec,uirent Iducational strategies, it i4 suggested that employerS '
will tend to rely increastligly on integrating workers into the work process
by indreasing employee participa,tion 'or democratizirig,the.workplate.. Various
forms of economic.democracy are Presente4e(and their educational implications
are discussed.
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,ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY, EDUCATION, AND.SOCIAL CHANGE

I.' INTRODUCTION w

Next,to our jails and the militaryN the workpface is.the least democratic

instittition in America. Few conkitutlbnal protections 4ply to' a worker as

any ardent practioner of free speech would quickly find out if he or she were

to use the workplace to test the First Amendment. No Bill of Rights prevails

the wdrivlace, for within a wide latitude the owners of capttal and their

managers make-the.hasic.decisiona that affect not only Our employment status, remunera

tion, and possibility, of promotions, but also the fine detail of 'Our working lives

is determinedlargely by the organization of proeiction and the nature of the-,

work environment.' Al ugh

quality 'ofour

democratit_Process' in which

dictates and needs of those

all of these matters have a crucial impact on the
1

nces our,well-being, they are not based upon a

we participate. Rather,-they are'predicated ou the
2

who own and manage the workplace.

But, if citizens tiave a right to a participatory role in the poli,ical

affairs of their societies, why are they refused such a role in the workplace?3 -"

Most of us have never asked this question, for as the fish is the last to dis-

cover the water, so are we tfie last to question the basic facts of life that

have dominated our experiences and formed our consciousness. The major premise

unckrlying this presentation is that the tyranny of the wOrkplace -is not legiti-

. mate and that every employee ought to hai a right as a "citizenn of a workplace

to participate in those affairs that impa t on his ovher life. Economic democracy

then, refers to the democratic particip ion'of workers in the decisions that affect

their working lived..
4

How social chang4baight make thia possible is.the fociis of

,this paper.

In the following pages, I will attempt to demonstrate the existence of a

dialectictl relation'hetween the e ucational system and the workplaLe that

.both reinforces and --, at-the Name time -- undermines the structural relations
. I 5

. ..

Amtweed' !employer's an& emploYees. Mbst major social institutibns hwire the pro-
,.

.

perties of both reinfor g the-Ax4Iting social order.while at the same time

creating the ,conditions r..changing it. Probably in few cases is this'as-

t101'clear as in the historical relation between edu4tion a work. The next sec-
.

tion provides a picture Of.the nature tf work ad'of schooling and their con-
/6

.4
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nections. Following this presentation I wfll describe and analyze so e of

the responses to the present "difficulties" 'Of the workplace that have been -

raised by young and over-educated workers. Finatly, IoNrill address the pros-
,

pects for economic democracy and their edutational implications. The purpose

of this paper is.to descN.be arather unconventional view of social change with'

respect to.a concrete issue, the quest for democradY in the workplace. 2,1

1

6

II. A BR7 SYNOPSIS OF THE RELATION bETWEEN WOAK.AND EDUCATION

Perhaps, the most important single dimension of work for our purPoses is

that the vastmajority. (over 90 percent) ot the labor force.w.ork fOr corpora
A

tions, government agencies ill:id other Organizations in exchange for wages and

salaries rather than working as their own:bosses. That is,.most persons are

dependent for income primarily on their own labor which is purchased'by those

whctawn the facilities and tools.that are needed for production. At the time

of Ole founding of tile nation, sOme four-fifths o; the non-slave population

vorked as self-employed farmers, artisans, or merchants while owning the
.0

land, property or tools needed for their calling. By 18/0 'this proportion

had been reversed with some eighty percent of the population working for f1rms

that owned the means of.production and/that "hired" their labor.

A second and related aspect of work is the side and centralized nature''of

the workplace,. Rather than the locus of small workshops, farms, and commer-
.

cial establishments that characterized the.late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centusy, much of the 'employment became concent ted in large, biliraucratic
r 7 ,p

firms by the late nineteenth century.4 These ties 'have come to dominate

the markets. for their products on a regional dr national or multi-national

basis as Well as ple demand for 1abo4 in ihe Areas where they ope . Thus, \\

most individuals in the labor market.do not face a large number of e loyment

opportunities among large nUmbers of epriployers, but rather.there are elatively

Limited employment prospects concentrated among relatively fevotential mployersitif

Further,.the size of these economic entities.prevents new competitors from

arising, since the former dominate'their markets. can practfgqke various types

of anti-competitive practices'. _Moreover, their cozy relationships wIth both

the government regulatory ageftcies as.well as such large government entities

ills the Pentagon enable them to utilize 'the powet of government for ensurIng

their profitability.
8

7
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A.third aspect of woirk is its organization. Typically the workplace is
.. ,

.

organized in a hierarchical fashion with a'large number of relvively.low paid

.,
workers at he bottom, a smaller number of more highly skilled'and supervisdry -

level worke s in the Middle, and even fewerpersons representing.the varioud .

4

levels .of management at Oe.top. This pyramidallom of organization is based
:.

upon an extremely fragmented division of labor, Where....work,tasks have been t:

diAded into minute and routinized functions that permit the use of relatively
./'

...

unskilled.workerq At the 'bottom where Wet of the employees are situated. Even'

a,
at higher levels, there iS often such a fragmentation.of the productive process,

l'.thatonr at the very top of the organization ate a,few mAnagers or executives

able to elatqato.the entire production operation.. That is, most workers,
., ._

whether blue collar or white collar are required to perform repetitive and .

routinized activities, They are ignorafft of the larger,k oductfon procesS, i

and they do not experience the Satisfaction of producing a whole product.
.

.

.. Further, their activities are highly restricted and'regularized-by the nature

of the job, and there is little opportunity to learn new skirls'or to make. .

* . "\

independent judgements. Thus, most worker's have very little control over the

process, of their work activity and have little or no oppOrtuniy to express

their own ideas, insights, and individuality. While workers at higher l els

and managers have increasimgly more independence as ahe'moves up the organiza-

tional hierarchY, restrictionIof activity is characteristic even at these

levels. r

A fourth aspect of work that is related to the pzgeceding ones is that

given the lack of intrinskc satisfactions, most workers toil for the external

rewards. Especially important in this respect is the income which fs received'.

and iihich can be used or consumption. ThuS, most workers are forced to

relinquish control over èhe nature of their work activities as part of the wage

labor contract, and the wages and salaries beconle the focus Of their work effort.

Further, because most employees do not see any posaiyility of eeteiving satis-
faction from their work activity, they place their hopes in rising levels of 4

Consumption of goods,and services. Thus, work'is looked at as necessary drudgery

which must be carried out in order to obtain a meaningful life in the sphere

of buying and consumption. That is, it is the Prospect of high levels of con-
.

Sumption which provides the major piotivation for work ralher than factors inter-

nal to the work process.
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It is little wormier. that biographies of workers suggeSt that work is
,

,
..,, . .

.

stultifying to personal'growth, 10)urious to the health, and for most persons

10 '.!.
.

a Ii4ry disappointing eXperience. most work lacks any intrinsic meaning thgt

1

.

.

Qt

makes it worthy of_doing_for its owh sake. While persons tOrn into such a

world must necessarily take this for granted as a requisit4for a modern society

that is based upon the technology that yields our high "standard of living", a

number of sources of evidehce argue increasingly in terms of a different inter-

pretation. These studies argue that technology-and organizational practices ,

grew to reflect the need for domination of the workplace by its capitalist
11

owners and for extracting profits from the workforce. A highly centralized,and.

bureaucratic workplace in which jobi are fragmented into repetitive and routiniZed

tasks simplifies the extraction of labor from workers. Each employee need only

.follow a specific set of functions at a prescribed speed which will depend upon

the overall rate of production t by the organization and its machineryd.

Supervision is simplified, since productivity can be readily observed. Arid

he simple.nature of t e tasks méans that worker's can be easily replaced if
12

they do not do what is expected.

Thus,"the internal discipline and control o&the workplace by ihe few at

the.top of the organization is cemented by both the hierarchy and by the_

extreme division.< labor. Thrther, the worker is set'apart not only from

those above and below him or her, but also from fello7 workers at the same level.

Under conditions of hightunetployment, etch worker s es Kimself or herself es
,

fortunate to havea job or to have steady work. Fhr her, the possibility of pro-

motion up the pyramid depends on few rising, so woikers are placed in a com-
.

petitive and antagonistic position to'each other. Not only has this mode of

organization undermined the establishment,of.trade un ns (where-each worker

sees his own individual postabilities of employment or promotion depending upon
,

not getting involved in this type of activity), but it has also set groups of

workers against each other. Thus, skilled workers,are very jealous about

maintaining their wage and other advantages over unskilled ones, and other

antagonisms, according to race and sex are also exploited and exacerbated as

individual workers and groups are-forced to opiiiete with each otheefOt jobs

and benefits..

9
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.
Perhapa, what is even more interesting are the secent studies-that show

that productivity wpuld be higher (aIthbUgh not ontrol of the'work fc)rCe and

the extraction of profits through its labor), accorling to otler modes of .work

organization. The recent,study of Work in America carried mit bY a Task Force ,

of the Secretary .of Health, Education, and Welfare identified .a large number

of work experiment4 and practices t modified traditional work relations and
13

increased productivity. .Studies f industrial worker cooperatives have shown,
14

similar results. That is, the owners of capital haVe been able to organize

production 'to meet heir needs to control the vorkplac 'in,behalf of maximizing

the rate at which profits could be extracted. While ci Oital accumulation on .

behalf of eheowners of productive property has expanded at a rapid historical

rate'from this process, the vast majority of walkers have been "subject to

conditions.of work that do not permit a healthy personal o'r sbcial development'

or productive work experiences. -

-

Functions of,Schools

- One can best understand many of the functions of the schools by viewing

4.

0
tilpir roles in terms_of preparing ork s for.the social and skill requirements0. _

.

.

. ,

of the workplace. AB the workplace became increasingly'centralized and work

becam fragmented'under the practiCe o'f scientific management, so did the
,

sc 1$ move from a highly decentralized form of lay control to a bureaucratic
, 15

and:centralized institution dominate* professionals./ As work bscame increasingly

sub-divided into minute tasks to be -allocated to workers according to.their

capabilities,,schoo4 adopted practices for curriculumrtracking`and for testing
.,,

Students to assign them-Ibracks. The schools 'became highly standardizea

with a system of age;-grading and a common set of instructional materials for

each grade and curriculum. -And many of the "modern" factory practices became

.embodied in the operations of schools.

Further, schooling became organized into an institution.in which highly'

regularized rules and regulations dominated educational life. Students learned

to,work7 for extrinsic rewards such as grades and promotidns and the avoidance .

. -

of demotions or failures rather.than for the intrinsic value of the educational .

process. pind teachers, like the bosses in the workplace, determined which

students werelollowing the rules and carrying out their activities in ihe

1
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truer prescribed by the ctirriculum and the need .for
'6e schools developed in a manner paiallel to the work place wikh

of.or,ganization.dnd values,

order...* Thus,
.

similar modes

4

The process by which the sotialization of the labor force by the ed-JpcationaL

system,tended to fo low.the transformation of work under monoploy capit list ..
. ,

, -, -

f

i 4princi-" ,
-

control is very complex. It has been documented--in part--by a'numb
-16

researchers, and it has been.termed/phe correspondencedprinciple.

ple can be viewed ab the terldacy for the educatighal system to follow the .

organization and cofitent of the'workplace at its principle agenda. It cati be

shown .that the,inequalities of the workplace are-also reproduced by the schools

and thaYthe social 'relationships of capitalist work in,ith evolving forms were

soon eMulated by the educational systems. Indeed, the present schools cad no'k
*

be hill understood withN oUt an 4nderstanding of'the nature of work roles for.

which the g are being prepared. ,Alternatively, educational reforms such as

those of th War on Poverty that attempted to change these functions have not ,

been succeaaful because of their lack of correopondence with the larger society'
.

, 186.
generally and the workPlace specifically. 1

.s. ,t

Historically, the relationship of fhe schools can best be understood by .

looking at the functions of schools and those of the workplace. The alienati

qualities of the work process have.been strongly evident in the educational

one as well. Students have little control over the. proces afid product of their

ed tatiIirl activities, and they are placed in antagonistic relations to one

a ther in the gtading and educational selection process. Since those wh

d best in,school will also do best in the workplace, students see themse ves

in competition with their 'fellow students ih muCh the same way that they ?All

experience.this relation during their working lives. The concept of corres-

pondence is a very powerful way for 4afpgrating an understanding of dominant
A

vschool practices with those oLthe workplace.
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.TRREATS'TO'THE EDCAIONAW.WORk PROCEISSES
. I

1

But, while correspondente between educati 1 art& work prpteste§ is very

helgulin'understandIng the etability of each,'the principle Is not,useful

'for'understandingchanite, Jit the present.tike both t'he workplace and the school

are threatened with dlsruptions to the exieting modes of activity: In this

section we willl develop ,br1ef1y aomev,of the dihamics of change that will eend

to alter both the worN:ce and the ed4ational system.

Although the,logic of correspondence betweeiveducation and work and the- 6

f,orces that Sustain it are powerful,"t"he reproduction_of any social'institueion

that is ta contradiction' to itee1f iS nt smooth. Both the educational system

and the system of produCtion and work- re characterized by internal contradictions
r

or stuctural antagonisms such that they operate in ways in whfch forces that
19

. will oppose .their Smooth operation will arise. In the systemkkiork that/

,

from the employee,maximizing the amdunt of.larr.obtained,from him or her
. .

while paying the worker only the minimum neCe*tary to reproduce his or her
_

labor powpr..

. As we nated,,through the hieriirchal division of labor and the deVelopment
. .

$ of the educational system to produce'socialized workers for'the capitalist
.. .

v.
mode of production, it was possible to mediate these contradictions between

t

:.:the opposing interests Of workers and capitalists. Moreover, such conditions

as'high unemployment.further mediate the labor-capital dO 4 radiction, Opr7the

worker realizes'that he or she can_be.easily replaced by a presently t'ibmildloyed'

1 -

person if he or she doeS not do what the capitalist owners and managers require.

, This.is particularly true when there are no alteraatives to work for survival.

,

. ..

we described, the owners of the firms and the worker4 who'are hired by the

firm have opposing interests. The owners..vish to maximize their profits and

capieal accumulatlon, while ,the worker wishes to obtain as large a wage,as

possible while minimizing his contribution to a labor proceep !that is, alien to

hisepersonal needs. But, maximum profits depend upon the extractitin of surplus

-n

But, over time the success of these mediating forces 'has tended to decline

so that.the contradictions have become manifest. In part this is due.to the ,

independent dynamics resulting from the interna,1 contradictions in the.mediating,

S.
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., -institutions themselves. J2,r-example, the. educaaonal ystem.,has provided, ,

, . . 4. 4

traditiOnflly4 svilpldimas' hid otkier CertiAl7IrES to reward,. those 'who' complitte ..

..,. .

.. lila '

articular levels.. These ceriifistes cOuld.be,Osed,,in 'turn, td Obtain jobq
.

.

4'- 4: 4,
, .0

A " ,,. . .,.
. . .

at'aippropitiate.levels,in the-economic,system. But, as students.learn to work
. ,

`'

As

for rewards external io themselves Och as,certificates

intrihaidsatl.sfactidh of learwlng and inquiry, the,-certi

in-themselyes in which'the student will ppld to minim{ze

i:he'reWard. -Thus,.ptudents_look for easy teachers, try
A

rather than for.the

ficates become an: end

the effort to:obtain .

to guess what theteacher
. / .

Will ask-for on exams.td miniaze.studyin,:and cram for eXaminations Io perforT .

/ .

,
\

well in the short On while diacarding the.knov4edge after the exam.. Obviously,
w - .

.i. %
.4.

Illuch itudents have-learned a behavior Which enables them'to minimize work
.t. .

. 1.. _

'effort into the labor process andywhich might even provide insights into ciis-

,rupting that process.

f

.
In a larger.sehse, the correspondence of the schools witifthe workplace,

J
dkistorically,has tJnded to o rahadir the.underlying aynamigis'of the educational-

.
.

*- 20 ,

.

-.

n . . .

system. One of-the moit Impo ant of these isthe7present'tenditicy.of the educa-
. ,

. .

. . .

tiOnalaistem to provide more educated persona than the econotid.s3rstem can
.

? , ..

. .

absorb.'. An importadt incentive for families and ihdividuals to. emphasize more

schookimfor themselves and their offspringlic been theexpectation ,thatiw4h-

additiorial schooling'domes,greater life 'success, .The: more educ4ion that a per-

j sOn tains, the higher the pccupatldhal Status and earnings.hat could be

. obta ed..:EConomists even viewed this process as tantamount tee' an invest

ment'
r ,

4 capital, whire the.investroent return ,generallyexceeded that for inve
21

n physicaltcapital.

*
long as the economic system expanded In the'aggregateland moved,frok

agricu ture to production to the services, there was an expanOon,of.the occupa-
, ,r

tional structure at the levers that could absorb a morh and .more educated- labor -4

forCe; 'At each level of educatlon it was possible for 'workers A.view a set of

-t-

occupational proipects and earnings that waa better than'the pr ts for

Itss-pducated persons. And,- in general, those with college educa.04140 were able

. to achieve technical, manageH.al, and professional positions while,those with

less educition.had ttillgtle for lower eimnings and less-prestigious careers.

Thus, the training and socialization.provided by.the schools ateach level also

seemed to dovetail relatively. well -with.the eventual demandi of the workplace

Afit the appropriate. occupational level. 9-

13 /
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In:recent years, though, the rate of.economic growth has ditintshed at a

time when there is an uousual4-large number of,persOns of college age and when.

' a Very high proportfbn ohose entering the labo; force\have obtained at
. .

least-some college-level training6 The reduction, *the rate of ecOnomdc expan--'
0

sion and the maturation pf the structure of the econothy have resulted

"inability of the economy to absorb the increase in the number of pdrsons with

22 -
college training. Instead, itiappears that young persons with college training

will have to accept incresingly those jobs which were filled tradidiMpally by-

. persons with muth lower educational tainments.

What Is evident "is' that the sai incentj:Ves that:stimulated the expansion

'of. enrollthents ta'the schools for socializing a groWing labor force for

capitalist and government production will continue to operate even when'the

opportunities to employ more educated persons do fibt expand at a comm surate-

rate. The so-called private returns o. educational.investment depend t .o

on the earnings-for the ,Addicional educatibn, but also on the earhings.th t

would be received. wittiout furtheD education. .Even if.the earningb for college

. graduates grow slowly over time or decline when adjusted for rises in
,

price level, a College education may still.repyesent a very good inv ent if
'23

the opportunities for high.school graduates declinapat an even greater te.

Further, education represents one of the few hopes for social mobility

from generati/on-to-generation formost-families and individuals, so.as the

ideology of educational attainment continues to persist, the quest fo ore 4
A

eduCation as an instrume:nt of statA attainment will also persist. Bo h the

existence of an ideology Of education as a path of,social mobility as well as

the fact that even with declining opportunities for college graduates there

.

is an even greater deterioration for high schookgraduates lead to the following con-

clusion. The educational system will continue to turn out more and more.educa-
.

,

tedpersons regardless of the.inability of the economy to absorb them.
!

On the econOtic side/ there is little on the horizon that.suggests that the

long r4i1C'prospects for economic growth will ithprove much: Firstproblems of *.

high energy costs and rising costs of othex .4atural resources run counter to

tec"hn1oA that have been predicated goo cheapnd unlimited energy and other

'..,1,;140 4 irk

* - ,1
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I.
nat4ral resouices.` Second, to a 'large degree the government can not use.

-elther fiscal Dr monetary policy to increase the economic growth rate without
. ,

;
tripetidi various shortages., bottlenecks in produCtion and'price inCreases .

in Markets that are dominalled by the monopolistic elements that chhracteiize
. , .

the economic system. ,Tbird, the costs of labor and the stability of prgduction

° in manYof the third world",countries promisea unich greater profits than further,'

investment in the.U.S. Many countries in Latin. America and'Asia are characterized

by digtatorships that promise enormouliprofits to foreign'investors by pre-
.

1

ilenting their imorkers from organizing and by refusing to provide child-labor

lawevor meaningful, minimum wage protection fc?r the labor force. ,Whilel.ocal

elites receive substantial rewards from these practioes, the-majority of the

workers are subjected to arduous work at.subsistence wageswith fat greater

profits for investoriNthan would be derived in the United States. Acoordingly,

future economic growth rates In the U.S.- are not likely to'approach those of

thePostWorld War II period.
t

To further aggravate the situatioft, many ex sting jobs are being transformed

by technology and capital investment into onea that are becoming moqe and more

routinized and devoid of*the.need.for human judgements aild talents. Studies,

'of automation have suggested that the critical skills ansi judgements that are

associated with particular jobs are eliminated by greater use of technology and

orcapita2.4 Even many traditional professions have become inc7asingly prTleteri-
,

anized in this way as the expansion of pro essional opportunities has shifted

from self-employment to cotporate and gove ment employment. Under the latter

formalp,organization, thewprofessioual is given a m4ch more specialized-and

,.. .

routine function, rather than choosing for himseJlf or heraelf, the types of

clients, practices; hours, and work methods that will be employed.

)

.
.

.,

Thus, not only do the alternatives for the educated person seem to.be

deteriorating'in both quality and quantity, but an analysis for the longer

run suggeats that the forces that are creating this detetioration will con-

.

tinue to prevail. Thus, young and educated persons are likely to find them-

selVes in situations where their expectation and skills exceed those which are

0 associated with availagle Yobs. Since most jobs will nOt have the intiinsic

characteristics0
that would keep such persons.engaged, the inadequate nature of

the extrinsic-rewards will operate toiMake it more and more difficult to inte-

grate such persons into the labor force. That is, the lack-of oppottunities

for prmotiondand the limited wage gains in-conjunction withhe relatively
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rountinized nature of most jobs will tend to create a-relatively unstable work

force. It is also important to. note,that the availabi4ty of public aSsiStance

'Jn the form of ood stamps, iniedical dare, adff:otherservices ad well as unemploy-
,

mant insurance tends to cus on the impact of lo,Sing emploAnt, so 'the negative-
.

.impact of losinvor quitting s job is nO fpnger as%ipowerfur sanction for

'job conformance. .

(

As the Work in America report noted, these phenomena may have rather:evere

Apercussions for labor productivity.
25

The dissatisfactions that result from

frustrated expectations with respect to the quality of work and its extrinsic'

rewards can create threats to productivity id a variety of ways. Most notable

among these are rising absenteeism, worker turnover, wildcat strikes.ialcoholism

and drug usage, and detereriation of product quality. Even rising incidences

of sabotage are possible.responses by young workers who feel thr they are

overeducated fthe opiortunities'that have been made availaide to -them and who

do not see the possibilities.of major improvements in theirsituatfons.
-

But, the overproduction of educated persons'relative to available opportuni-
.

ties is not oniy creating disruptive potential for the workplace, it is alSo

suggesting difficulties for the educational system as well. As the exchange

va1ue of a college degree and high school diploma have fallen, there a number

of indicatiAls of a 'relaxation of educational standards. For example,

there is cogsiderable evidence that average grades have risen at the same
26

time that standardized test scores in basic skill areas have fallen.

While there are, many possible causes for these phenomena, one of the most

intriguing is that these are natural responses tp the falling commodity value

of education. Thus, the educational system seems to be providing.higher grades

for relatively poorer quality work, and students no longer seem willing to put

in the effor to acquire the various cognitive skills. This expa.anatid4 fits

our overall meworkAn that to a large degree existing educational activities

be undertSken:for their extrinsic values rather than for their intrinsic

worthwhileness. AB the extrinsic value of education falls in_the marketplace,

'the grades given for.any level of effort must rise to ensure a given perfoi-

mance. Moreover,,the effort that a student will put in to acquiring an educa-

tiodewill also decline as the financial and prestige rewards decline.
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A further example,of this type of disruptive potential of the schools is

rdflected increasingOlkoblem,of:discipline. To.a large degfee, the

disdipline of worker's is maintained through the promise of Aood pa3t; steady

wor*,and possible promotion for those f/lic) conform. Since the woik is intrinsi-

call!y6,iithout valUe to the 4ofker, it is these.incentives that mlat be usea to
- 4

ensure appropriatvworking behavior. A,similar situation has,existed'in the

school, where the fear of failure and of.lowjgrades and theattractions

promovtion and high graaes has helped to maintain discipline among students.

These systems of extrinsic,rewards have served to.ensurethat students see it

in their best ineerests te-follo4the rules." But, as thejoti situation and

'ossibilities of social success ;from education have deteriorated, even the

grading system iS no longei" adequate to hold students in.check. In fact,

recent Gallup Poils'of problems in the schools are,consigtent.in implicating.
27

d±scipline, as the most import nt difficulty; 4

In summary, there exist a constellation'of relations between die schools .

and the wOrkplace that caripro'videeither reinforcement or disruptive-pbtentialv

While historically the operations of schools,can-not be understobd without.an

examination of their correspondence with the requirements of thg tapitalist

workplace, the independent'dynamic of schoOls,and their internal.contradictions
. .

also represent forces for'ch'allepging the institotiongoethe:workplace. ihe

Eesult of these forces is that it is becOming more and,more difficult to- ,

,

integrate students Into e
.

it er sehool life or working life than it has in the'

pait. lpd the disruptive s of this situation'are stimulating various

regponses in both the educational and wdrk setting.

IV. WORKPLACE AND EDUCATIONALAIESPONSES.

. )

14o,social institution can,continue to function and reproduce Itself when-
-

the results' of its functioning are the. creation of obstacles to its further
6 a

reproduction. This is the present quaridary faced by both the workplace and.,
%v. .

the schwils, and substantialefforts are being made in both'peCtors to create
, .

.

reforms which will avoid the present problems. While wevill suggest soma of
.

.

.
.

.

the efforts that are being made in the 'educational sector, we will place most
./ e

of Out emphasis on*the Changes in the workplace. The reason for ithis "is that

our histortcal p.nalySis suggests that while the educational syst4i can. trigger

change in the workplace,through the workings of its independent dynamics; the

.1t

1 7
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<changes in the education-work relation will first occur'in the Workplace.

Subsequently, they wal he transmitted to the schools ina new pattern.of 2

Correspondence.- Thai is,, Zkt.-4orkplace 'lies at the center of gravity.in this

interdependent' system,aq reflected the hisuirical deVelopment,of the schood:-
A

I 4

%

-4
This means that by looking at present educati t.11 refor"ms we may be observ

. ing onry a reaction to present educatiohal disrup ions rather than,a longer
1

run solutiOn: In contrast, by looking at workplace reforms of a lolig run 'and

stable.nature, we may beiseeing the basIs for struCtural chAnges in the schoola
.

_

that will support,the newyorking relationahips. In-order to apply thii inter-'

pretation, it is only necessary.tb review the three moat prominent educational

reforms for attempting,to improve the articulation of schools and workplaces:
-

career education, 14fe7los,Ig larning or recurrent eduC4ion, and ."back-to-basics."

Each of these can only be "unde stood in light of the increasing difficulties in

integrating young and relative y educated persons into the workplace.

-Career Education

Career education represents a rather diverse.set of approaches which seem
. 28

to fbcus on'integrating more closely the worlds of education and work. Parti

:ular. strategies include attempts to increase career guidance on the nature ot
.4,

.,..And attributes of existing job pOsitionsl:to improve the career content of

curricula; to intersperse periods of Work and schooling as part of the-regular

educational cycle; and to provide a morg."realistic" understanding of the nature

of work-and available job opportunities. Obviously, an OPOrtant aspect of

this approaCh is-to reduce the Nnrealidtically high" expectations for high 7

level careers ancktb guide students into preparing lor mole attainable ones.,

But, ttlere is virtually no evidence that such an approach willemake students

more."realistic" and offset the historic quest for social mobilitythrough,

thd educational system. Without supportive Changes in.the workplace, it is

unlikely.that yais traditional function of the eflucational system can be

altered by the introduction of career education. -

.4
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'Alfe Long Learning,an4 Recurrent Education
. .

.

.t"

.
Concurrent with the press for'career education his lAen the moveMent towards,J"

altegng traditional educAtiOal.patterns throughjife7lon or recurrent.edud--

.tion. This effort is aimed at reducing the present high demand for for-

mal.educatignvarticularly af' the college level-"-by breakin the tradiitonal

educational cytle in favor of-one where studente 4an take instruction at those .'

ttmes in their lives that they perceive the need. It is presumed that,the young

will obtain jobs at existing employment levels, and they will:undertake a4ditiOnal

Andtruction'only when'there AA: a need to upgrade their skills nr when thev

wish to satisfy some non-vocational.curio$ityor interest. ,

.._pteproblem with his approach is pat there is a dearth of employment

positions.eVeq at lower levels of educacional.attainment such as for high

school graduates.. This relative, lack of productive work for-young persons

,who 4leave:theeduc4tional.system will tend to work against thgir taking the'.

..recurrent educational approach seriously. Further, those jobs th.are available
\ .

without,college trainingwill raeely permit. upward mobility into new careets,

that will benefit fram.recurrent education. More specifically, most careers
.31

requirea minimum educational level.fOr ener to higher positions. CollAge

trained executiye trainee's, engineers, lawyers, and.other managerial and
/1^

profesSional.emOloyees Wave very high probabilities of maintaining.theae.posi-

tons.and at east,some probability of rising to higher levels. But high -

'school ined stock cierks,.and.so on have almosf no change'of rising-to

managerial or professional levels thotigh recurrent education. Whatever else

their merits, recurrent andlifelong education are not likely to alleviate the

problem of over-education in'the job market. Again, there is the shortconting

of using an educational strateg\to address what is essentially a non -

educattonal problem.

Back-to-Basics

The back-t6-basics moVement refers.to the attempt by parents,'taxpayers,

and edutators to focus educational'institutions on the teaching of basic

gogniOve skills within a highly.structurekcurriculum: In.part, this trend is

Work-oriented in that its advoc4tes.assert.that the you'll; are unable pyeli
*:

in the job-market because of a failure to learnbasic skills and self-di ipline.

4
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The evidence of declining test.scores And risinlg:discipline'problets is fhought

to give testimony to this claim. Evee.if the' dearfhlo.i.challenging jobs or.
/,'"

'emploYment is-recognizecG it Is.% eumed thiWoeung-person wtt.th- good basic
. , le A ,

*ills and dlacipling 4Ill haVe.aitedge over perions without these attributes..

.

But, Again,Ttliere is a problem-in.aitering dognitive achievement add diet)i-

pline through the back-to-basics movement if these problems deril;e from 'the (

falling value of education in job markets themselved.. That iss; to the degree
,

that students and educators might be more lax with respectto both basic skills

and.distipline as a result of their declining importance In terms of life oppor-
. 1

tudities, it is forcefl'more basic than school curriculum and organization that

re reeponsible.for fhe quandary.. .Thus, it is. predicted that careereducationi

recurreAt edUCatiOn,'and back-to-baeics will'not4esolve the-dilemmas of die-
.

ruption.an&breakdown in the traditional functioning of both school and work-

NuAless there are basic Alterations in labor markets and the workplace

-that support changes in tte educatiOnal settinethe latter are-nOtlikeiy to--

, make iath of a difference.
. .

o',

Work-Reforms and Economic Democracy

For these reasons, both historical evidence and itg extension'through

our oVerall approach suggest-that the disrUptive'influences of overeducation

in job markets is more to be resolved.throvgh alterations in the Work-
' .

place. In particular, the fact that'the extrinsic aspects of work can no

longer be made attractive enough to fulfill the higher exvectations of the

more educated job holder means that an emphasis:muet be placed upon improving
;

the intrinsic qualities oftrork. The mdst iMportant class of reforms for

enbancing,the intrinsic attractiveness of the worillace are those which increase
*

the participation of workers in decisions that affect the work process, that

is, attempts to democratize the.wOrkplace. Boloadly speaking, we refer to these
32

as the implementation of economic democracy.,

r

The democratizing of the workplace, then, represents an atympt to increase

the involvement and commitment of the worker.to hisempldyer through increasing )

Ills or her participation in decision-making.. That is, it is .expected that by .

increasi9 involvement and.commitment, the traditional rewards of wages, possi-.
#,

bilities of promotiod, and steady employment will become lees important for

2 o
.0k
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motiAting worlitrs. .To a certain degree employees will be willing to trade -
. e

.
t

.

aliff'these benefits in place of a
n')

increased level of satisfaction and partici-
.

'Nation in the workplace. There are'many,ways that .approaches toeconomic-demo-

cracYso. be lavleiente4:.

,

Some of the most successful efforts have relied upon.the use of work

teams or autonomous work groups.
33 Insteseof dividing the work into fragmented

and repetitive'tasks that are assigned to.individuals, an entire work process

-or sub-assembly iS Assigned to a team of,workers. Such a process could be

.the accounting fUnction of a small'firm, or the' responsibility for a sub7as8embly

opf a large-piece of machinery. The work teem is given responsibility for most

of the,work process. Thatdis,-the group must schedule the activity,' assign

particular-team members,:otganize and.bxecute the wotk activity, and inspectt
the results for quality,cairol, Thus the team would be sesponbible, collectively,

, . %

.for its own activities,.and these would be determined in a participative faShion.

These approaches have teen tried.in such diverse enterprises as autamobile
34

assembly (Volvo) and the manufacture of pet foods. -In almost all cases, the

.
productivity of labor rises as wotker turnover and absenteeism decline and

product-quality rises. In.essense, workers relate to a community of colleagues,

-,And they share, decision-making jointly. To a large. degree, he work becomes

intrinsically more interesting and meaningful as the worker experiences more

of an influence.over his or.her working life and a greater comraderie with,

his or her fellow workers. .

While the use o work teams or Aanomous work groups representsone form of

induitrial democrat*, there are many other forms. For example, the use of a

policy of co-determination in which governing boiirds of firms are composed of

representatives of both capital and labor are prevalent.in West Germany and are

being considered as part of company pol1c4for the,United Kingdom and for the

35 '

Common Market countries. ,There IA some question whether.this particular policy

will increase patticipation on the shop floor. g more decentralized approach

is. the, use of worker councils of'elected workers who advisefflanagement on.workers'' .

interests.: These functions can'also be established through trade uniods as in

the SwediSh Case. In Sweden', the'workers have been given rhe rights in,recent

,
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-years to 'share decision-making with-respect to hiring, firing, distr

1316
wdrk, And work,safety. That is, Swedish- managers .can not makç these

without appro-41-by the workers,.dnd workers:are entitled'Iegally to
.

lobs ifhere_exiat'safety hazards.

ibution of

,decisions

1Pave

A more extensive.version of industrial democracy is that of wOrkei self -
,

management itsel:f. This mode of control can take many-forms, but the Yugoslavian
,

expetienceis most instructiVe.because of.its. relatively long establishment in

that counry37. The Yugoslavian_model-is based upon workers' councils that'make"
.

the majot policy decisions lor the firMS. Athotigsmall enterprises (leas-than' .-.

. .

thirty emOloyees), all of the workers are temb4Its of suctrcouhcils; and among.

ilarge'r enterptises, the councilszre.elected by the workforce. The coundil

holds all fotmal power, and it m'ies decisions regarding:hiring and firing,

salariestinvestment, and-other operations of the firm. Under this-arrangement,-

-the management is accountable,to.the workers. Such inanagers are appllinted by the

elected representatives of.the tentral board of management. The personal.

incothe of the workers is dependent both upon the overall-Suctess- of the enter,

-prise as well as the contribution of the individual.toward that sucteas,

although a minimum-income is guaranteed to all workers.

ile the Yugoslavianapproach has tarticularly broad implications for the

de tization of work in public enterprises, its counterpart in the private

sec or is the producer codperative. Producer cooperatives are both owned and

op rated democratically by-theit members. In these cases, the worker-members

exercise control of both the internal organization of,work.aS well as the levels

of remuneration, product planning and development, marketing, piiCing, and

other functions. Any-surplus that is generated is allocated to investment

distributed among the members, so the workers lienefit not-only from a more

4ratic form of working life, but, also fromthefj.nancial success of the cooper-

-ative.. In some cases, firms that might have otherwise closed their doors have,
.38

been successfully tAnsformed into producer'-cooperatives by their workforce.

or

demo-

01:

lOr

r, These examples .of increased worker.participation and democratization of1;.work

or industrial democracy all have one factot in common. By inreasing the

participation.of workers and their intrinsic-attachment to the job, it is -expected
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,that workers will become better integrated into the workplace. This integre-,
.

tion should result in improved productivity through lower worker turnover and

absenteeism and higher quality workManship. A fairly large'number of .actual

cases and experiments have tended to confirm the expectation of higher produc-
.

39- .

eivity intheiore participative Setting.

. ..

gducational Implications of EcOnomic bemocracy I

Bat, if these forms of,economic democracy will increasingly become evident

in the workplace as a means of integrating the '!new" worker, surely they will

have repercussions for education. In particular, such organizational modes

set out rather different educational needs, and if.the pattern of correspon-
%

depce.between theoschool and workplace is to be re-established thert must be

changes in thd schools. What are some of the new worker requirements that

the schoOISIgill need to attend to?

Based upon previodkanalyses, it appears that.there are at least five' ,

dimensions of economic democracy that would require changes in the educaeional

system These included (1) the ability to participate in group'decisions;

(2) capaCity for.increased individual decision-making; (3) minimal competencies..-

in, basic skills; (4).. capacityio receive and givetraining to colleagues;

.and .(5) cooperative skills.

40

n

The ahility io participate in'group decisions is an obvidus prerequisite

for the democratized work place. Educational reforms that might be consonant

-with this requirement'include greater demddraqy tn school organization; more

44Aasis on gro4 projectsand teamwSrk, greater integration of schools and

classrooms by zace, ability, and social class; heavier reliance-on team'

, teaching; and a focus on group aynamiCs for imProving interactions among student
.4

* Efr
collleagues,in Problei.solving.

.

1

Indlvidual decision-making is,important in the teattomic democracy mode

because.of the increase in decisions that the indtvidual must make in the york-

plade'in comparisOn with the'present sitnation. That is, a democratized work- .

place tends to require a greater amount of indiyidual judgement as well as

decision-making. An edycational approach that might respond to this

j

23
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4

need is the construction of's curriculUM !tith ireater emphasis ori;prOblem solving

then that which is found'at present.

4
'44

.Minimal competencies fórall students becobe important as workers are

presumed to'have the aptitudes to rotate jobs and share in'decision-making.

Under existing systems of work, it is expected that workerswill have widely

different competencies,* so thaf some workers will need very nemical skills and

others will need very complex ones. A flatyning'of job.hierarchies through

the use of teams and autwilmous work groups, ,especially, would necessitate much
. .

greater equality in worker skills and competencies. This requirement suggests

that mastery learning types/of approaches and.criteria-based te,sp.ag would

become more important'4.1

The-emphasis on colr.gial_training, where workers train their fel/ow. workers.

p

, .

,

c as members- of work team! mos r groups, would.require the ability Of st workers
. . \

- _Id . /. .

to assist others, in-learning job skills: The fact'that,workers'would, need to

both train others and receive training .themselves suggests,that new forms of
, .

bp
'instruction for the schools might emphasize, ehe Use of peer-teaching.approaches

.to a greater extent. That is, we might.expect a. much greater use of students

:for assisting other students in learning particUlar4killts.

Finally, most forms_of industrial democraCy, require ueater cooperative

skills. The movement_from a highly,competitive form of work-organizatiOn to a

cooperative one will necessitate greater attention to cooperative forms of .

A 4

learning in theischoots.Pdssible educational responses include a greater
42

emphasis on group assignments and problem solving.

While the nature of the dynamic's that will push"the educational system to
, .

adapt to changes in the organization'of-work will.not be discussed here,.they

have been elaborated.in other research that'underlieS this paper.. Accordingly,-
A

the remainder of.this paper will be devotd to the-presentation of a research

agenda Mt migh provide greater detail on the relationships.between education
4

and Work generally and on the effects of economic democracy on educational

reform, specifically.
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This paper starte4 wkih.the view'thatljust as detoaratic participation is
. :

a desirable property for our political life, it.is also an important goal .for

.other areas of our social and economic existen4 Inyieed, as Carole Pateman

has suggested, Tplitical,demOcracy Might-not be fully attainable withouP.

economic democracy in work organizations.he degree.that Considerable
0

pathology ih our society ia.created by the stressful dohditions of existing

-work, a movement toward economic democrady can reduce the incidence of psycho-

,

> V. SUMMteiRY

:

pathology.:

But, ane must be obviously'wary about predictions of such profound change

as-the democratization of the Workplace. ."tyishes were horsesthen beggars

would ride, is a wrsery rhyme that we tell our-children. Most beggars lack

transportation, andin a similar way we find that many of.our dreams are delusions

at best. Accordingly, one must leap beyond wishes and posit a view of social
-

'change that d'uld seem to be uSeful foi ptedicting the nature of future*alter-
.

-iations of nose institutionslunder.scputiny.

In this papdr, I proposed a dialectic#understanding of the change process

in which the structural contradictions of-capitalism 'initiate changes in both

,the Workplace and the educatpmal sector. The dynamics of this dialectic were

presented, and specific forms of.econamic democracy and educational reform were ,
-

posited which would mediate the contradictions.

T

'bie,overall conclusion Of-the paper is the assertion that economic demor

cracy is_a very likely'prospect for the future, and that it may have the effe

of democratizing to a greater extent..euch.other instittitiOns aa.the school and
-.,--

.family.. For those of us who abhor the.present tyranny ofAhe workplace, our ,

, / .

hopes are heightened by this.reading Of the future. However;.we.should
?

,

aeknowledge that-the forces of domination have been with us for a considerable'4

part of our history as evidenced.by the following quotehfrom a secret-di'ary of
,

Marcus Aurelius (C.NO BC) which was said to have guided him in his daily

.dealings with hfis fellow man:

mows souRs VIRILITER AfPROENDE, DEINDE COR ET MENS SEQUENTER
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r . s _

Translated liberally, this means ft
..Yonce you've got them by the testicles,

tleir hearts-and minds'are sUre to follow.!' This has certainly beac An Impor-

.

taut assuMption of the develOpment of capitalistwork pi/ganizations and state

bureaucracies alike. Itether these forms 'of control ar6 in their 6/1light .

,

yearv'is still to be contested, b/it'the preceding analysis gives substan_ail

cause for opt ism.
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' FOOTNOTES

44,

_

, .1. For studies on the Impact of work VT the lack of it on physical Id mental

health see House 1974, Kasl 1974, and Margolis and Kroes 1974.

-,,
/ .

k \I .'?..

I.. See R. Tawney 1931'for a discussion of the preivgatives of private property.

v,
3. Carole Pateman 1970.argues that political democracy is not fully attainable

without Workplace democraCy. r
. 6

I , i , OK
4 . .

4. For illustratiolis and further discussion see4...Jenkins 1974; D. Zwierdling

19781 ahd Tht_Annals May 1977. .' .N,..

.
t

5. See .011man 19714 Chap. 5 for a discuesion'of dialectics.

6.- This. section is synthesized frovvresearch.that is reported in Levin and

Carnoy (forthcoming)' and Levin n78. 'Relevant refOences for the main

contentions are hocgd to assist the reader. Howeveritiomplete'documentatien

is available.in the wels,mentioned above.' .

7. For details see Daniel Nelson 1975.

: 8. See Baran and Sweet; 1966.. ci
P

9. See R. Edwards 1978; H. Braverman 1974; and S. Marglin for am historical

- picture of changed in work organization.
0

V

10. See, for example, S. Terkel and the-literature in U.S. Department of Health.,

Education, and Welfare 1973,as well as footnote 1.

11. See Marglin 1974; Gintis 1976; and Biwards'1978

12. This "efficiency" in produttion is ofteA associated igrith the organizational

dictates of Weber (1958) and the "scientific management" of F. Taylor.

An analysis of the Taylor approach is found in Haber 1964 ane-Edwards 1978.

, 13. 'U.S. Department of Health, Eddcation, and Welfare 1973.

14: Carhoy and Levin 1976 and Johnson and Whyte 1977.
4

,See the analyees by nack 1974; Kant'1971; and Bowles and Gintis. 1976.

16.- See Bowles.and.Gintis'1976; and Levin 1976.

17. An excellent ethhographic analysis of the differential sócialization of the

young for 'occupational roles is Wilcox 1917.,

118. See Cainoy and Levin 1976a and Leytm.1977 for details.

Jo

.
, .

. 19. See IL-Levin 1978; for an earlier and*inftirmative discussion on these points,
.

,. ,

.._.
.1'. see Carter 106. '."

.
,

4 lo y.,.
, .'. .

.

---h. One of the chapters in Levin.arld Carnoy Karthtoming) is djimted. to*.
.

.

. ''. the independent dynamic Of-the aChools. /.

S.'
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Footnotes

21. G. Becker 1964. 1
c

Nty

22. This is the focus.of theowork by Freeman-1976 and Rupberger 1978.. A more

extensive analysis isjound in levin 1978 and Levin and Carnoy, fOrthcoming.

23. Evidence of this phenodenon is found in Grasso 1977. Also, see Rumberger

1980, forthcoming.

24. Braverman 1974 and Bright 1966.

25. U.S. Department of Health tducatioh, and Welfare 1973:

26. Evidence on declining test scores is summwized in Wirtz et al., 1977.

27. Gallup 1977.

28. K. Hoyt et-31., 1972.

29. A goocLanalyais is Grubb and Lazersbn 1975.

/ 30. S. Mushkin 1974; R. Peterson 1979.

31.. See Thurow 1975 and Edwands, Reich, and Gordon 1975 for some insights

on this phenomenon.

32. For discussions of economic democracy and its meaning, see Jenkins 1974;

Bernstein1976; Greenberg 1975; and Blumberg 1968.

33. Susman 1976.

34. Gyllenhammar 1977 and Wal.ton 1975..

35. D. Jenkins 1974: Chapter 8.
JO

36. Schiller 1977.

37. Vanek 1971.

38. Carnoy and Levin 1976; Bernstein 1976.

9. U.S. Department of Ve31th, Education, and Welfare 1973 and Blumberg 1968.

40. See Levin 1978 and Carnoy and Levin (forthcoming).

4 . 41. See B. Blsoom 1976.

-* 42. R. Slavin 1978.
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